FACEBOOK GETS PAID BILLIONS TO TRICK YOU TO
TAKE SELFIES IN ORDER TO POPULATE SPY FACIAL
RECOGNITION DATABASE FOR VOTER TRACKING
- Facebook keeps an archive of voters moods and preferences
- Facebook knows where you were when selfie or photo was taken
- Facebook sells that data to White House campaigns for Obama and Clinton
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Is Facebook's Facial-Scanning Technology
Invading Your Privacy Rights?
A court case threatens the social network with multibillion-dollar claims.
Joel Rosenblatt
Facebook Inc.’s software knows your face almost as well as your mother does. And like mom, it isn’t
asking your permission to do what it wants with old photos.
While millions of internet users embrace the tagging of family and friends in photos, others worried
there’s something devious afoot are trying block Facebook as well as Google from amassing such data.
As advances in facial recognition technology give companies the potential to profit from biometric
data, privacy advocates see a pattern in how the world’s largest social network and search engine have
sold users’ viewing histories for advertising. The companies insist that gathering data on what you look
like isn’t against the law, even without your permission.

Source: Class-action lawsuit against Facebook, U.S. District Court, Northern District of California

If judges agree with Facebook and Google, they may be able to kill off lawsuits filed under a unique
Illinois law that carries fines of $1,000 to $5,000 each time a person’s image is used without permission
-- big enough for a liability headache if claims on behalf of millions of consumers proceed as class
actions. A loss by the companies could lead to new restrictions on using biometrics in the U.S., similar
to those in Europe and Canada.
Facebook declined to comment on its court fight. Google hasn't responded to requests for comment.
Courts have struggled over what qualifies as an injury to pursue a privacy case in lawsuits accusing
Facebook and Google of siphoning users’ personal information from e-mails and monitoring their web
browsing habits. Suits over selling the data to advertisers have often failed.
This year, the U.S. Supreme Court set a “concrete injury” standard for privacy suits, a ruling that both
sides are using to argue their case ahead of a hearing Thursday in San Francisco over Facebook’s bid to
dismiss the biometrics case.
Google is fending off suits in Chicago, arguing that the Illinois statute can’t apply outside the state
under the Constitution’s interstate commerce rules. Google also contends the Illinois law doesn’t
regulate photos.
For more on the Illinois biometrics law, click here.
Facebook encourages users to "tag" people in photographs they upload in their personal posts and the
social network stores the collected information. The company uses a program it calls DeepFace to
match other photos of a person. Alphabet Inc.’s cloud-based Google Photos service uses similar
technology.
The billions of images Facebook is thought to be collecting could be even more valuable to identity
thieves than the names, addresses, and credit card numbers now targeted by hackers, according to
privacy advocates and legal experts.
While those types of information are mutable -- even Social Security numbers can be changed -biometric data for retinas, fingerprints, hands, face geometry and blood samples, are unique identifiers.
“Biometric identifiers are a key way to link together information about people,” such as discrete
financial, medical and educational records, said Marc Rotenberg, the president of the Electronic
Privacy Information Center, who isn’t involved in the case. Facebook has “cleverly got its users to
improve the accuracy of its own database,” he said.
And just how good is Facebook’s technology? According to the company’s research, DeepFace
recognizes faces with an accuracy rate of 97.35 percent compared with 97.5 percent for humans -including mothers.
Rotenberg said the privacy concerns are twofold: Facebook might sell the information to retailers or be
forced to turn it over to law enforcement -- in both cases without users knowing it.
While most of the earlier privacy lawsuits relied on federal wiretap laws, the facial recognition cases
hinge on the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act.

The Illinois residents who sued under the 2008 law say it gives them a “property interest” in the
algorithms that constitute their digital identities -- in other words, that gives them grounds to accuse
Facebook of real harm. Facebook got the case moved to San Francisco.
“Just as trade secrets or subscriber lists can be proprietary to a company like Facebook, unique and
unchangeable biometric identifiers are proprietary to individuals,” according to their complaint. They
also claim an “informational injury” because Facebook didn’t get consent to collect their so-called
faceprints.
Facebook says the lawsuit should be thrown out because the users haven’t suffered a concrete injury
such as physical harm, loss of money or property; or even a denial of their right to free speech or
religion.
The plaintiffs "have offered no specific or coherent allegations explaining how this collection and
storage actually affects their privacy -- much less causes them concrete harm," Facebook argued in a
court filing.
Facebook offered examples that might work, such as if users were identified in an embarrassing photo
that cost them their jobs, were victims of identity theft, or were caught in a compromising situation that
harmed their relationships.
While one person might be able to bring such a case, a group lawsuit would be impossible because it
would “create a sea of individualized issues,” Facebook says.
Legal experts say it’s unclear which side will benefit from the Supreme Court’s “concrete harm” ruling
in a case involving search engine operator Spokeo Inc.
"Spokeo is vague about what kinds of injury are concrete enough to count," said Julie Cohen, a
professor at Georgetown University Law Center. "Everybody is scrambling for advantage."

Facebook v. Privacy Law
December 2005 -- Facebook introduces photo tagging
October 2008 -- Illinois adopts Biometric Information Privacy Act
June 2012 -- Facebook acquires Israeli facial recognition developer Face.com
September 2012 -- Facebook ceases facial recognition in Europe
2015-2016 -- Facebook, Google, Shutterfly and Snapchat sued under Illinois biometrics law. Shutterfly
settles confidentially.
May 2016 -- Illinois lawmaker proposes excluding photos from biometrics law, then shelves bill after
privacy advocates complain
October 2016 -- Facebook makes second attempt to get biometrics lawsuit thrown out
The Facebook case is In re Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation, 15-cv-03747, U.S.
District Court, Northern District of California (San Francisco). The Google cases are Rivera v.

Google, 16-cv-02714, and Weiss v. Google, 16-cv-02870, U.S. District Court, Northern District of
Illinois (Chicago).
N.S.A. Collecting Millions of Faces From Web Images - The ...
May 30, 2014 · The National Security Agency’s reliance on facial recognition technology has grown as
it has used new software to exploit images in emails, text messages ...
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http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/us/n[...]millions-of-faces-from-web-images.html

411mn photos on FBI’s facial recognition database – govt ...
The FBI’s facial recognition database contains 411 million photos, both criminal and civilian, but the
program hasn’t been tested for accuracy and the agency hasn ...
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https://www.rt.com/usa/346880-fbi-411-million-photos-database/

Companies are betting on a new way to protect your ...
Oct 17, 2016 · The selfie is about to get serious. Already ubiquitous at parties and for capturing
Instagram-worthy landscapes, the act of raising a phone to your face ...
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Neurotechnology's news: product releases and events
Recent news. October 20, 2016 New devices are supported by Neurotechnology biometric SDKs:
SecuGen Hamster Pro, Hamster Pro Duo CL, Hamster Pro Duo SC PIV
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NSA Uses #Selfies to Grow Facial Recognition Database - The ...
Jun 8, 2014 ... Posting #selfies to social media may seem like harmless fun (especially if you're not one
of the millions of Americans who consider the ...
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FBI facial recognition database that can pick you out from ...
FBI facial recognition database that can pick you out from a crowd in CCTV shots is now 'fully
operational' Developers have spent 3 years on Next Generation ...
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Investigative Database — Investigative Database Solutions ...
Investigative Database Solutions by LocatePLUS ... Criminals Use Social Media Too Article Courtesy
of: Soshable The Internet has transformed crime.
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MatConvNet : Convolutional Neural Networks for MATLAB
MatConvNet is an open source implementation of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with a deep
integration in the MATLAB environment. The toolbox is designed with an ...
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ACMMM2015 Full Program - ACM Multimedia 2016
Full Program. The full ACM Multimedia 2015 program can be found here: Program Booklet.
Alternatively, the entire program – with links to the ACM Digital Library ...
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Smile: Your Selfie Is A Mugshot For The NSA | TechCrunch
Jun 1, 2014 ... The selfie phenomenon is undoubtedly making the NSA's job easier by producing a
mountain of tagged online data to feed its facial recognition ...
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Google Glass is already causing legal experts to see problems
Google Glass is already causing legal experts to see problems. Posted Apr 01, 2014 09:10 am CDT. By
Wendy N. Davis
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5 Conspiracy Theories We're Ashamed To Admit Make Sense
Twitter "Throwback Thursday" is a social media trend that compels people to upload embarrassing
early photographs of themselves and their family members.
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Facial Recognition - Huffington Post
Facial Recognition Technology Can Now Put Your Words Into The Mouth Of Anyone .... FBI Keeps
Secret How Massive Facial Recognition Database Will Work.
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Snapchat Facial Recognition Conspiracy Theory - Thrillist
May 31, 2016 ... ... chat filters are really building a facial recognition database ☕ ... if Snapchat is
creating a database of all our embarrassing-ass selfies and ...
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One in Two Americans in a Facial Recognition Database - Sputnik ...
Oct 19, 2016 ... Privacy groups have given up on fighting for facial recognition ... Dark Side of Selfies:
One in Two Americans in a Facial Recognition Database.
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The facial recognition databases are coming. Why aren't the privacy ...
Apr 30, 2014 ... Facial recognition technology has plenty of practical applications. Germany is
beginning to use biometric data to scan individuals at border ...
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The new Google Photos app is disturbingly good at data-mining ...
Jun 4, 2015 ... Life is more beautiful with sex, selfies and sumptuous food, and it's great that
Google's ... What's particularly incredible is the facial recognition.
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Rapper B.o.B. has chilling theory about Snapchat—but can we trust ...
Apr 20, 2016 ... ... all the snap chat filters are really building a facial recognition database ☕ ... For
those living under a rock, Snapchat selfie Lenses let you ...
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